
 
596041001 Lubricant Chevron Sri2 Grease For Auto Cutter GTXL Machine 
 
Products details: 
 
Part number & Description  596041001 Lubricant Chevron Sri2 Grease 

Product type  Hardware, spare parts, cutter parts,cutter machine 
parts, Bearing, Hardware, Plotter Head Assembly, Sharpener assembly. 

Weight  0.44kg 
Delivery time  With in 24 hours 
Payment terms  TT / Paypal, ect. 
Brand Favorable in China (Mainland) 

Company Profile: 
  
We are professionally supplying spare parts for plotter, spreader and cutter machine, especially 
suitable for Gerber, Lectra, Yin, Bullmer, Investronica, Kuris and so on. (Special notice: our 
products and our company have no relations to above listed companies, just suitable for 
these machines). 
We have rich experience in parts design and production. Advanced production technology and 
detection ability can ensure the high-qualified products and fast delivery capability. At the same 
time, we also agent some other related products to meet customer needs. 
  
FAVORABLE company used five years grow into the biggest supplier in domestic market, which 
have all spare parts inventory in stock. Accept all spare parts supply and maintenance technical 
support in domestic market. 
  
FAVORABLE company moved to the new office, which is the highest office building in DongGuan 
city center, TBA tower. 
 
Maintenance service 
For the motor and electric board, we have 1 month warranty for customers. If customer have any 
damage motor or electric board, also can send us for check, we always help repair these goods and 
save cost for customers. 
 
After services 
For all of the parts we supply, if there have any transportation irresistible accident damages or any 
quality dissatisfied items, we take charge resending a new one to customers immediately. 
Any difficult to install parts, or during the machine working have any technical demands, we will 
provide free technical support.  
 
Our service 
 
Favorable mainly offer AUTO CUTTER Maintenance kits 500H 1000H 2000H 4000H and 
consumables for below machine models: 
  
1. VT FX72/FP72 
2. ALYS 20/30/60/120/P2000/A0/A00 
3. VT 2500/5000/7000/MP60/MP90 
4. VT IX/Q25/IH5/Q50/Q80/IX8/IX6/IX9 
5. VT M55/M55K/MH/MH8/M88K/MX/MX9 
  
6. XLC7000/Z7/GT7250/S7200 
7. GT5250/S5200 
8. GTXL/DCS/GT1000/Taurus  
9. AP100/320/INFINITY Plotter parts 
10. SY51/SY100B/101/XLS50/125 Spreader parts 
11. INFINITY；INFINITY-II；INFINITY-AE2 
 



More pictures for this grease as below: 
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Favorable Technology Co.,Limited 
Website: http://www.cutter-part.com 
        http://www.cutterpart.net 
Skype: favorable_june 
QQ: 2938871757 
Mobile: 86-135 566 893 85 
favorable_june@cutter-part.com 


